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accelerated coordinated founded participated secured 

accomplished counseled fundraised perceived selected 

achieved created gathered performed served 

adapted critiqued generated persuaded serviced 

addressed decided guided planned setup 

adjusted decreased hosted predicted simplified 

administered defined identified prepared solved 

advised delegated illustrated processed stimulated 

advocated demonstrated implemented produced streamlined 

analyzed designed improved programmed structured 

applied determined improvised projected succeeded 

assessed developed increased promoted summarized 

assigned directed influenced proposed supervised 

assisted discussed informed proved supported 

attained distributed inspected provided tabulated 

budgeted documented instructed published targeted 

calculated drafted interpreted recommended taught 

chaired earned investigated reconciled tested 

classified edited launched recorded tracked 

clarified educated lectured reduced trained 

coached emphasized   led reevaluated transformed 

collaborated encouraged leveraged reflected transitioned 

collected enforced lobbied reinforced translated 

communicated enhanced maintained reorganized transported 

compared enlisted  managed repaired tutored 

compiled established mentored reported united 

completed estimated monitored represented updated 

composed  evaluated motivated researched upgraded 

conceived exceeded negotiated revamped utilized 

conducted expanded observed reviewed validated 

consulted facilitated obtained revised visualized 

contributed forecast operated scheduled wielded 

controlled formulated organized screened wrote 

ability competence effective qualified technical 

activity competent pertinent resourceful versatile 

capacity consistent proficient substantial vigorous 
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Your Name 

[Address, City, ST  ZIP Code] | [Telephone] | [Email] 

Education 

[DEGREE] | [DATE EARNED] | [SCHOOL] 

· Major: [Click here to enter text] 

· Minor: [Click here to enter text] 

· Related coursework: [Click here to enter text] 

[DEGREE] | [DATE EARNED] | [SCHOOL] 

· Major: [Click here to enter text] 

· Minor: [Click here to enter text] 

· Related coursework: [Click here to enter text] 

Experience 

[JOB TITLE] | [COMPANY] | [DATES FROM - TO] 

· This is the place for a brief summary of your key responsibilities and most stellar 
accomplishments. 

[JOB TITLE] | [COMPANY] | [DATES FROM - TO] 

· This is the place for a brief summary of your key responsibilities and most stellar 
accomplishments. 

Volunteer Experience 

[JOB TITLE] | [COMPANY] | [DATES FROM - TO] 

· This is the place for a brief summary of your key responsibilities and most stellar 
accomplishments. 

References 

Available upon request. 
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Template 2 (geared toward M.Div. or P.Min. /MAM students) 

 

 

Name 
Email • Phone • E-Folio Link 

Mailing Address 
 

MINISTERIAL GOAL or THEOLOGY OF MINISTRY 

Write about what your objectives are in ministry, or what your theology of ministry is here, just a 

sentence or two. Keep this brief. 

 

EDUCATION 

School (Graduate)                          City, State 

Degree, Graduation Date/ Anticipated Graduation Date 

 

School (Undergraduate)                         City, State 

Degree, Graduation Date 

 

MINISTERIAL EXPERIENCE 

Position Title (could be Graduate Assistant or Ministerial Residency positions)                 

Dates Held 

Organization, City, State 

A brief summary of your main responsibilities and skills you acquired  

 

Position Title                                               Dates Held 

Organization, City, State 

A brief summary of your main responsibilities and skills you acquired  

 

Position Title                                               Dates Held 

Organization, City, State 

A brief summary of your main responsibilities and skills you acquired 
 

MINISTERIAL FORMATION 

  Clinical Pastoral Education 

Hospital/Prison Name                                                      Dates 

List how many units you completed (list out separate hospitals if you did your units at various 

places, what skills you obtained during your CPE, what you did during your unit that was 

specific to your experience (ie, participated in interdisciplinary rounds, worked primarily with 

palliative care unit, NICU chaplain, etc.) 
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  Field Education 

Parish/Organization, City, State                    Dates 

A brief summary of your main responsibilities and skills you acquired 

 

Parish/Organization, City, State                    Dates 

A brief summary of your main responsibilities and skills you acquired 

 

 

Integration Research Project, Titled: Title                       Semester 

Completed 

A sentence or two describing your research, and if it was implemented in any way 
 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

Organization/Name of Group                 Dates 

Participated 

This might include any volunteering you did, councils you have participated in, school groups 

you were a part of (specifically related to ministry, or that can show some transferable skill or 

competency for ministry, i.e. leadership, dialogue, concern for justice, etc.) 

 

Organization/Name of Group                 Dates 

Participated 

This might include any volunteering you did, councils you have participated in, school groups 

you were a part of (specifically related to ministry, or that can show some transferable skill or 

competency for ministry, i.e. leadership, dialogue, concern for justice, etc.) 


